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It’s no longer a secret – we’ve raised S$3 million to help our expansion and growth into 
the Built Environment sector! Our investors range from financial institutions including VCs, 
mainboard listed companies as well as a global logistics and freight forwarder.

This will help us turn Doxa Connex into a more powerful platform built with construction 
firms and developers in mind, filling in the missing pieces in your digitalisation/IDD journey.

Latest Updates

In April, our co-founders went to Indonesia. 
Thanks to our investors in Indonesia who had 
helped set up a presentation with a few local 
construction firms and developers, our co-
founder Henry delivered a presentation in Bahasa 
Indonesia.
We are excited about bringing Doxa Connex to 
accelerate digitalisation in the Indonesian market!

Doxa In Indonesia

Registered Users 
on Doxa Connex

Over
Invoices Transacted400+ S$20m

Press Release

Feature Highlight:
Supplier Connection & Management

Problem:
We have heard from many companies that 
supplier management is one of the biggest 
concerns when it comes to adoption of new 
software.
Migrating suppliers? Adding new suppliers? 
Worrying about suppliers who do not want to 
sign up or low adoption in general? We hear your 
problems and concerns.

Solution:
Doxa Connex is built to be a many-to-many 
solution. Connecting with suppliers is simple and 
should be the least of your worries.
There are three methods of connecting with your 
suppliers in Doxa Connex:
1. CONNECTED: You request to connect, and Supplier 

signs up for an account.

2. UNCONNECTED: You request to connect, but 
Supplier does not sign up.

3. UNCONNECTED: You are not connected/new 
Supplier, and Supplier is not signed up.

Whichever the status of your supplier, they will be 
able to perform all supplier functions when you 
transact or do business with them. We also handle 
supplier onboarding and support for you so that 
you can focus on your business.
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